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Hamiltonian Control of Quantum Dynamical
Semigroups: Stabilization and Convergence Speed

Francesco Ticozzi, Riccardo Lucchese, Paola Cappellaro, and Lorenza Viola

Abstract—We consider finite-dimensional Markovian open
quantum systems, and characterize the extent to which time-in-
dependent Hamiltonian control may allow to stabilize a target
quantum state or subspace and optimize the resulting convergence
speed. For a generic Lindblad master equation, we introduce
a dissipation-induced decomposition of the associated Hilbert
space, and show how it serves both as a tool to analyze global
stability properties for given control resources and as the starting
point to synthesize controls that ensure rapid convergence. The
resulting design principles are illustrated in realistic Markovian
control settings motivated by quantum information processing,
including quantum-optical systems and nitrogen-vacancy centers
in diamond.

Index Terms—Decoherence free subspace (DFS), dissipation-in-
duced decomposition (DID), quantum dynamical semigroup
(QDS).

I. INTRODUCTION

D EVISING effective strategies for stabilizing a desired
quantum state or subsystem under general dissipative

dynamics is an important problem from both a control-theoretic
and quantum engineering standpoint. Significant effort has
been recently devoted, in particular, to the paradigmatic class
of Markovian open quantum systems, whose (continuous-time)
evolution is described by a quantum dynamical semigroup [1].
Building on earlier controllability studies [2]–[4], Markovian
stabilization problems have been addressed in settings ranging
from the preparation of complex quantum states in multipartite
systems to the synthesis of noiseless quantum information
encodings by means of open-loop Hamiltonian control and
reservoir engineering as well as quantum feedback [5]–[10].
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While a number of rigorous results and control protocols have
emerged, the continuous progress witnessed by laboratory
quantum technologies makes it imperative to develop theoret-
ical approaches which attempt to address practical constraints
and limitations.

In this work, we focus on the open-loop stability properties of
quantum semigroup dynamics that is solely controlled in terms
of time-independent Hamiltonians, with a twofold motivation
in mind: i) determining under which conditions a desired target
state, or more generally a subspace, may be stabilizable given
limited control resources; ii) characterizing how Hamiltonian
control influences the asymptotic speed of convergence to the
target space. A number of analysis tools are developed to this
end. We start by introducing a constructive procedure for de-
termining whether a given invariant subspace is attractive: if
successful, the algorithm identifies as a byproduct a (unique)
decomposition of the Hilbert space, which we term dissipa-
tion-induced decomposition and will provide us with a stan-
dard form for representing and studying the underlying Mar-
kovian dynamics (Section III-A). An enhanced version of the
algorithm is also presented, in order to determine which con-
trol inputs, if any, can ensure convergence in the presence of
control constraints (Section III-B). Next, we illustrate two ap-
proaches for analyzing the speed of convergence of the semi-
group to the target space: the first, which is system-theoretic in
nature, offers in principle a quantitative way of computing the
asymptotic speed of convergence (Section IV-A); the second,
which builds directly on the above dissipation-induced decom-
position and we term connected basins approach, offers instead
a qualitative way of estimating the convergence speed and de-
signing control in situations where exact analytical or numerical
methods are impractical (Section IV-B). By using these tools,
we show how a number of fundamental issues related to the role
of the Hamiltonian in the convergence of quantum dynamical
semigroups can be tackled, thus leading to further physical in-
sight on the interplay between coherent control and dissipation
[11]. A number of physically motivated examples are discussed
in Section V, demonstrating how our approach can be useful in
realistic quantum control scenarios.

II. QUANTUM DYNAMICAL SEMIGROUPS

A. Open-Loop Controlled QDS Dynamics

Throughout this work, we shall consider a finite-dimensional
open quantum system with associated complex Hilbert space
with . Using Dirac’s notation [12], we denote vec-
tors in by , and linear functionals in the dual
by . Let in addition be the set of linear operators on

, with being the Hermitian ones, and
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the trace-one, positive semidefinite operators (or density opera-
tors), which represent the states of the system. Given a matrix
representation of an operator , we shall denote with , ,
and the conjugate, the transpose, and the conjugate trans-
pose (adjoint), respectively.

The dynamics we consider are governed by a master equation
[1], [13]–[15] of the Lindblad form

(1)

where the effective Hamiltonian and the noise opera-
tors describe, respectively, the coherent (unitary)
and dissipative (non-unitary) contributions to the dynamics. The
resulting propagator , , maps into
itself. If, as we shall assume, the generator is time-invariant,

enjoys a forward (Markov) composition law, that is
, , and thus forms a one-parameter quantum dy-

namical semigroup (QDS). In what follows, we set unless
otherwise stated.

We focus on control scenarios where the Hamiltonian can
be tuned through suitable control inputs, that is

(2)

where represents the free (internal) system Hamil-
tonian, and the controls modify the dynamics through

the Hamiltonians . In particular, we are interested in
the case of constant controls taking values in some (possibly
open) interval . The set of admissible control choices is
then a subset .

B. Stable Subspaces for QDS Dynamics

We begin by recalling some relevant definitions and re-
sults of the linear-algebraic approach to stabilization of QDS
developed in [5]–[7], [9], [16]. Consider an orthogonal de-
composition of the Hilbert space , with

. Let and be orthonormal
sets spanning and respectively. The ordered basis

induces the following block
structure on the matrix representation of an arbitrary operator

:

(3)

We will denote the support of by . It
will be useful to introduce a compact notation for sets of states
with support contained in a given subspace

As usual in the study of dynamical systems, we say that a set
of states is invariant for the dynamics generated by if ar-
bitrary trajectories originating in at remain confined to

at all positive times. Henceforth, with a slight abuse of ter-
minology, we will say that a subspace is -invariant
(or simply invariant) when is invariant for the dynamics

generated by . An algebraic characterization of “subspace-in-
variant” QDS generators is provided by the following Proposi-
tion (the proof is given in [5], in the more general subsystem
case):

Proposition 1 ( -Subspace Invariance): Consider a QDS on
, and let the generator in (1) be associated to

an Hamiltonian and a set of noise operators . Then
is invariant if and only if the following conditions hold:

(4)

In order to find equivalent conditions for the invariance of ,
which will be useful in the next sections, it suffices to swap the
role of the subspaces, reorder the blocks and apply Proposition

1. By recalling that , this yields:
Corollary 1 ( -Subspace Invariance): Consider a QDS on

, and let the generator in (1) be associated to
an Hamiltonian and a set of noise operators . Then
is invariant if and only if the following conditions hold:

(5)

One of our aims in this paper is to determine a choice of con-
trols that render an invariant subspace also Globally Asymptot-
ically Stable (GAS). That is, we wish the target subspace to
be both invariant and attractive, so that the following property
is obeyed:

where . In [6], a number of re-
sults concerning the stabilization of pure states and subspaces by
both open-loop and feedback protocols have been established.
For time-independent Hamiltonian control, in particular, the fol-
lowing condition may be derived from (4) above:

Corollary 2 (Open-Loop Invariant Subspace): Let
. Assume that we can modify the system

Hamiltonian as , with being an arbitrary,
time-independent control Hamiltonian. Then can be
made invariant under if and only if for every .

In addition, the following theorems from [6] will be needed:
the first provides necessary and sufficient conditions for attrac-
tivity, while the second establishes when Hamiltonian control,
without control restrictions, is able to achieve stabilization:

Theorem 1 (Subspace Attractivity): Let , and
assume that is an invariant subspace for the QDS dynamics
in (1). Let

(6)

with each matrix block representing a linear operator from
to . Then is GAS under if and only if does

not support any invariant subsystem.
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Theorem 2 (Open-Loop Subspace Attractivity): Let
, with supporting an invariant subsystem. Assume

that we can apply arbitrary, time-independent control Hamilto-
nians. Then can be made GAS under if and only if

is not invariant.
From a practical standpoint, the assumption of access to an

arbitrary control Hamiltonian is too strong. Thus, we shall
develop (Section III-B) an approach that allows us to determine
whether and how a given stabilization task can be attained with
available (in general restricted) time-independent Hamiltonian
controls, as well as to characterize the role of the Hamiltonian
component in the resulting speed of convergence.

III. ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS TOOLS

A. Stability and Dissipation-Induced Decomposition

Suppose that we are given a target subspace . By
using Proposition 1, it can be easily checked if is invariant
for a given QDS. In this section, we introduce an algorithm that
further determines whether is also GAS. The main idea is to
use Theorem 1 iteratively, so as to restrict the subspace on which
an undesired invariant set could be supported. Notice in fact that

in (6) is strictly contained in as soon as one of the
off-diagonal blocks is not zero. If they are all zero, either
the Hamiltonian destabilizes , or the latter is invariant. In the
first case, one can refine the decomposition as ,
with a subspace which is dynamically connected to . The
reasoning can be iterated, by focusing on the dynamics in ,
until either the remainder is invariant, or there is no invariant
subspace. We begin by presenting the algorithm, and then prove
that its successful completion ensures attractivity of the target
subspace.

Algorithm for GAS Verification: Let be invariant. Call
, choose an orthonormal basis for

the subspaces and write the matrices with respect to that basis.
Rename the matrix blocks as follows: ,

, , , , and
.

For , consider the following iterative procedure:
1) Compute the matrix blocks according to the decom-

position .
2) Define .
3) Consider the following three sub-cases:

a. If , define . The itera-
tive procedure is successfully completed.

b. If , but , define
as the orthogonal complement of in , that
is, .

c. If (that is, ), define

— If re-define . If
, define , and the

iterative procedure is successfully completed. Oth-
erwise define .

— If , then, by Corollary 1, is invariant,
and thus, by Theorem 1, cannot be GAS. Exit
the algorithm.

4) Define . To construct a basis for
, append to the already defined basis for an

orthonormal basis for .
5) Increment the counter and go back to step 1).

The algorithm ends in a finite number of steps, since at every
iteration it either stops or the dimension of is reduced by
at least one. As anticipated, its main use is as a constructive
procedure to test attractivity of a given subspace :

Proposition 2: The algorithm is successfully completed if
and only if the target subspace is GAS ( is GAS).

Proof: If the algorithm stops because , for some ,
then Corollary 1 implies that contains an invariant subspace,
hence cannot be GAS. On the other hand, let us assume that
the algorithm runs to completion, achieved at . Then we
have obtained a decomposition
and we can prove by (finite) induction that no invariant subspace
is contained in .

Let us start from . By definition, since the algo-
rithm is completed when , either

, or and is full column-rank.

In the first case, Theorem 1 guarantees that does not con-
tain any invariant set since its complement is attractive. In
the second case, the -block of the whole generator can be
explicitly computed to be . Because is full
column-rank, for any the -block is not zero. This
means that the dynamics drives any state with support only
in out of the subspace, which cannot thus contain any
invariant set.

Now assume (inductive hypothesis) that ,
, does not contain invariant subspaces, and that (by con-

tradiction) does. Then the invariant
subspace should be non-orthogonal to , which is, by defi-
nition, the orthogonal complement of either or

. But then any state with support only on
and non-trivial support on would vi-

olate the invariance conditions and, by arguments analogue to
the ones above it would leave the subspace. Therefore,

does not contain invariant subspaces. By iterating
until , we infer that cannot contain invariant subspaces
and, by Theorem 1, the conclusion follows.

Formally, the above construction motivates the following:
Definition 1: Let be GAS for the QDS dynamics in

(1). The Hilbert space decomposition given by

(7)

as obtained from the previous algorithm, is called the Dissipa-
tion-Induced Decomposition (DID). Each of the subspaces
in the direct sum is referred to as a basin.
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Partitioning each matrix in blocks according to the DID
results in the following standard structure, where the upper
block-diagonal blocks establish the dissipation-induced con-
nections between the different basins :

(8)

Since, in step 3.b of the GAS verification algorithm,
the basin is defined to be in the complement of

, at each iteration the only non-zero

parts of the blocks must be in the block, which
we have denoted by in (8). In the upper-triangular part
of the matrix, the other blocks of any row are thus zero by
construction. If some , then either the dynamical
connection is established by the Hamiltonian , through the
block (as checked in step 3.c), or the target subspace is
not GAS.

Corollary 3: The DID in (7) is unique, and so is the associ-
ated matrix representation, up to a choice of basis in each of the
orthogonal components .

The corollary is immediately proven, by noting that the algo-
rithm is deterministic and does not allow for any arbitrary choice
other than picking a basis in each of the .

Remark: It is worth observing that a different decomposi-
tion of the Hilbert space into a “collective” and “decaying” sub-
spaces has been previously introduced in [17] for studying dissi-
pative Lindblad dynamics. The approach of [17] begins by char-
acterizing the structure of the invariant sets (thus emphasis is on
the collecting basin) for the full generator, and then proceeds
by iterating the reasoning on reduced models for the decaying
subspace, disregarding how the latter is dynamically connected
to the collecting one. Our focus is rather on characterizing the
structure of the decaying subspace, in order to determine how
the noise operators and the Hamiltonian drive the evolution to-
wards the collecting subspace, or a larger subspace that contains
it. Beside being motivated by control-oriented considerations,
the DID we propose is thus different from their decomposition
in [17], and depends on the target invariant subspace. Its uses
will be detailed in the following sections.

We conclude this section by illustrating the algorithm with an
Example, which will be further considered in Section V.

Example 1: Consider a bipartite quantum system consisting
of two two-level systems (qubits), and on each subsystem
choose a basis , with labeling the qubit.
The standard (computational) basis for the whole system is then
given by , where .
As customary, let in addition denote
Pauli pseudo-spin matrices [12], with the “ladder” operator

. Assume that the dynamics is
driven by the following QDS generator:

(9)

where

(10)

(11)

It is easy to verify that the (entangled) state with

is invariant, that is, . We can then construct the
DID and verify that such state is also GAS. By definition,

, and one can write its orthogonal comple-
ment as with an orthonormal
basis being given for instance by

(12)

(13)

We begin the iteration with (step 1), having
. We move on (step 2), by defining

. We next get (step 3.b)

so that (step 4)

We thus set , represent the matrices with respect to the
ordered basis for and
iterate, obtaining

Thus in the third iteration, with , we do not need to change
the basis, but only the partitioning: we find that .
Hence we would have , so we move to step 3.c.
Computing the required matrix blocks yields

Redefining , we find that , thus
and the algorithm is successfully completed.
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Hence is GAS, and in the basis con-
sistent with the DID Equation , we
have the following matrix representations [c.f. (8)]:

It is thus evident how the transitions from to , and from
to , are enacted by the dissipative part of the gener-

ator, whereas only the Hamiltonian is connecting to ,
destabilizing .

B. QDS Stabilization Under Control Constraints

The algorithm for GAS verification can be turned into a de-
sign tool to determine whether the available Hamiltonian control
(2) may achieve stabilization when the range of the control pa-
rameters is limited, that is, . Assume we
are given a target , which need not be invariant or attractive.
We can proceed in two steps.

1) Imposing Invariance: Partition , according to
. If for some , then is not invariant and

it cannot be made so by Hamiltonian control, hence it cannot be
GAS. On the other hand, if for all , then cannot
be made GAS by Hamiltonian open-loop control since
would necessarily be invariant too (Theorem 2).

When for all and there exists a such that
, we need to compute (Proposition 1)

If for all , then the desired subspace cannot
be stabilized. Let be the set of controls (if any) such that if

, then .
2) Exploring the Control Set for Global Stabilization:

Having identified a set of control choices that make in-
variant, we can then use the algorithm to check whether they
can also enforce the target subspace to be GAS. By inspection
of the algorithm, the only step in which a different choice of
Hamiltonian may have a role in determining the attractivity is
3.c. Assume that we fixed a candidate control input , we are at
iteration and we stop at 3.c. Assume, in addition, that the last
constrained set of controls we have defined is
(in case the algorithm has not stopped yet, this is ). Two
possibilities arise:

• If , define as the subset of such that
if , then it is still true that . Pick a
choice of , and proceed with the algorithm. Notice
that if there exists a control choice such that has
full rank, we can pick that and stop the algorithm, having
attained the desired stabilization.

• If , the algorithm stops since there is not a dy-
namical link from towards , neither enacted
by the noise operator nor by the Hamiltonian. Hence, we
can modify the algorithm as follows. Let us define as
the subset of such that if then . If

is empty, no other choice of control could destabilize
, so cannot be rendered GAS. Otherwise, rede-

fine , pick a choice of controls in the new
(for instance at random), and proceed with the algorithm
going back to step .

The above procedure either stops with a successful completion
of the algorithm or with an empty . In the first case the sta-
bilization task has been attained, in the second it has not, and no
admissible control can avoid the existence of invariant states in

.
Note that if each (thus ) is finite, for instance in the pres-

ence of quantized control parameters, the algorithm will clearly
stop in a finite number of steps. More generally, in the following
Proposition we prove that in the common case of a cartesian
product of intervals as the set of admissible controls, the design
algorithm works with probability one:

Proposition 3: If ,
where , the above algorithm
will end in a finite number of steps with probability one.

Proof: The critical point in attaining GAS is finding a set
of control values that ensures invariance of the desired set when
the free dynamics would not. In fact, to this end we need to find
a . Since is the intersec-
tion between a product of intervals and a -dimensional
hyperplane in belongs to a lower-dimensional mani-
fold than . Once invariance has been guaranteed, we are left
with the opposite problem: at each iteration , we need ensure

. This is again a -dimensional hyperplane in
. Therefore, if a certain is such that but not all

of them are, this belongs to a lower-dimensional manifold with
respect to . Hence, picking a random (with respect
to a uniform distribution) will almost surely guarantee that the
algorithm stops in a finite number of steps.

C. Approximate State Stabilization

A necessary and sufficient condition for a state (not neces-
sarily pure) to be GAS is that it is the unique stationary state
for the dynamics [7]: this fact can be exploited, under appro-
priate assumptions, to approximately stabilize a desired pure
state when exact stabilization cannot be achieved. Assume
that at the first step in the previous procedure we see that
is not invariant, even if for all , since

, and there exists no choice
of controls that achieve stabilization. If however the (operator)
norm of is small, in a suitable sense, we can still hope that
a GAS state close to exists. This can be checked as follows:

• Define . Consider a new Hamiltonian

By construction, is invariant under .
• Proceed with the algorithm described in the previous sub-

section in order to stabilize with instead of .
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• As a by-product, the subset of control values that achieve
stabilization is found. Let it be denoted by .

• Determine such that is
attained.

After the control synthesis, the generator for the actual system
is in the form , with ,
and having as its unique stationary state corresponding
to a unique zero eigenvalue. Because the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of a matrix are a continuous function of its entries, the
perturbed generator will still have a unique zero eigenvalue, cor-
responding to a unique stationary state close to the desired one,
provided that the (operator) norm of is small (with respect
to the smallest in modulus of the non-zero eigenvalues). In our
setting, can be bounded by : however, this condi-
tion has to be verified case by case. If the zero eigenvalue is still
unique, we have rendered GAS a (generally) mixed state in a
neighborhood of or, in the control-theoretic jargon, we have
achieved “practical stabilization” of the target state, the size of
the neighborhood depending on .

IV. SPEED OF CONVERGENCE OF A QDS

How quickly can the system reach the GAS subspace from
a generic initial state? We address this question in two dif-
ferent ways. The first approach relies on explicitly computing
the asymptotic speed of convergence by considering the spec-
trum of as a linear superoperator. Despite its simplicity and
rigor, the resulting worst-case bound provides no physical intu-
ition on what effect individual control parameters have on the
overall dynamics. To this end, it would be necessary to know
how the spectrum of (sp henceforth) depends on the linear
action induced by a given control: unfortunately, this is not a
viable solution for high-dimensional systems. In order to over-
come this issue, in the second approach we argue that conver-
gence can be estimated by the slowest speed of transfer from a
basin subspace to the preceding one in the chain. While quali-
tative, this approach offers a more transparent physical picture
and, eventually, some useful criteria for the design of rapidly
convergent QDS dynamics.

A. System-Theoretic Approach

The basic step is to employ a vectorized form of the QDS gen-
erator (also known as “Liouville space formalism” in the liter-
ature [18]), in such a way that standard results on linear time-in-
variant (LTI) state-space models may be invoked. Recall that the
vectorization of a matrix , denoted by , is ob-
tained by stacking vertically the columns of , resulting in
a -dimensional vector [19]. Vectorization is a powerful
tool when used to express matrix multiplications as linear trans-
formations acting on vectors. The key relevant property is the
following: For any matrices , and such that their compo-
sition is well defined, it holds that

(14)

where the symbol is to be understood here as the Kronecker
product of matrices. The following Theorem provides a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for GAS subspaces directly in

terms of spectral properties of the (vectorized) generator (com-
pare with Theorem 1):

Theorem 3 (Subspace Attractivity): Let , and
assume that is an invariant subspace for the QDS dynamics
in (1). Then is GAS if and only if the linear operator defined
by the equation

(15)

does not have a zero eigenvalue.
Proof: Let . By explicitly computing the

generator’s -block and taking into account the invariance con-
ditions (4), we find

(16)

Hence the evolution of the block is decoupled from the rest.

Now let . By using (16) and(14), we have

(17)

where is exactly the map defined in (15).
Suppose that is not attractive. By Theorem 1, the dy-

namics must then admit an invariant state with support on .
In the light of (17), this implies that has at least one non-
trivial steady state, corresponding to a zero eigenvalue. To prove
the converse, suppose that is an eigenpair of .
Clearly, by definition of eigenvector. Then, any ini-
tial state such that its -block, , has non-van-
ishing projection along cannot converge to

, and thus is not attractive. Since contains a
set of generators for (e.g., the pure states), there is at least
one state such that .

Building on Theorem 3, the following Corollary gives a
bound on the asymptotic convergence speed to an attractive
subspace, based on the modal analysis of LTI systems:

Corollary 4 (Asymptotic Convergence Speed): Consider a
QDS on , and let be a GAS subspace for
the given QDS generator. Then any state converges
asymptotically to a state with support only on at least as fast
as , where is a constant depending on the initial condi-
tion and is given by

(18)

Remark: In the case of one-dimensional , the “slowest”
eigenvalue is also the smallest Lyapunov exponent of the
dynamical system in (1) [19].
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B. Connected Basins Approach

Recall that the DID derived in Section III-A is a decomposi-
tion of the systems’s Hilbert space in orthogonal subspaces

By looking at the block structure of the matrices , induced
by the DID, we can classify each basin depending on how it is
dynamically connected to the preceding one in the DID. Beside

, which is assumed to be globally attractive and we term the
collector basin, let us consider a basin . We can distinguish
the following three possibilities:

A. Transition basin : This allows a one-way connection from
to , when the following conditions hold:

in addition to the invariance condition

(19)

In other words, enacts a probability flow towards

the beginning of the DID: states with support on are
attracted towards .

B. Mixing basin: This allows for the dynamical connection
between the subspaces to be bi-directional, which occurs
in the following cases, or types:
1. As in the transition basin, but with

2. In the generic case, when both ,
;

3. When , .

C. Circulation basin: In this case,
for all and thus the transition is enacted solely by the
Hamiltonian block . Not only is the dynamical con-
nection bi-directional, but it is also “symmetric”: in the
absence of internal dynamics in , and connec-
tions to other basins, the state would keep “circulating”
between the subspaces.

How is this related to the speed of convergence? Let us con-
sider a pair of basins , , and let us try to investigate
how rapidly a state with support only in can “flow” towards

in a worst case scenario. The answer depends on the dy-
namical connections, that is, the kind of basin the state is in.
A good indicator is the probability of finding the state in ,
namely

and its rate of change, which may be estimated as follows:

(i) Transition, type-1 and type-2 mixing basins: The first
derivative of for a state with support in a transition
basin, has been calculated in [6] and reads

(20)

which in the worst case scenario corresponds to the min-
imum eigenvalue

(21)

The same quantity works as an estimate for the mixing
basin of type-1 and-2, since in (20) only the effect of the

blocks is relevant.
(ii) Mixing basin of type-3 and circulation basin: When

for all , and ,

the exit from is determined by the Hamiltonian.
However, in this case we we have , since the
Hamiltonian dynamics enters only at the second (and
higher) order, and thus it is not possible to estimate the
“transfer speed” as we did above. Let us focus on the
relevant subspace, , and write
the Hamiltonian, restricted to , in block-form

We can always find a unitary change of basis
that preserves the DID and is such

that , with
being the diagonal ma-

trix of the singular values of in decreasing
order. Then the effect of the off-diagonal blocks is to
couple pairs of the new basis vectors in , with

generating simple rotations of the form .
Hence, any state in will “rotate towards”
as a (generally time-varying, due to the diagonal blocks
of ) combination of cosines, , for
appropriate coefficients. The required estimate can thus
be obtained by comparing the speed of transfer induced
by the Hamiltonian coupling to the exponential decay
in (21). When the noise action is dominant, can be
thought as with being the “decoherence time”
needed for the value to be reached. Comparing with
the action of , we have

where the appromimation reflects the fact that this for-
mula does not take into account the effect of the diag-
onal blocks of the Hamiltonian, whose influence will be
studied in Section IV-C.

It is worth remarking that the “transfer” is monotone in case
(i), whereas in case (ii) it is so only in an initial time interval.
Once we obtain an estimate for all the transition speeds, we can
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think of the slowest speed, call it , as the “bottleneck” to
attaining fast convergence. If, in particular, for a
certain , the latter is not affected by the Hamiltonian and hence
it provides a fundamental limit to the attainable convergence
speed given purely Hamiltonian time-independent control re-
sources. Conversely, connections enacted by the Hamiltonian
can in principle be optimized, following the design prescriptions
we shall outline below.

In situations where the matrices , may be expressed as
functions of a limited number of parameters, a useful tool for
visualizing the links between different basins in the DID is what
we call the Dynamical Connection Matrix (DCM). The latter is
simply defined as

(22)

with all the matrices being represented in a basis consistent with
the DID. Taking into account the block form (8), the upper diag-
onal blocks of will contain information on: (i) the noise-in-
duced links; and (ii) the links in which the Hamiltonian term
can play a role. An example which clearly demonstrates the use-
fulness of the DCM is provided in Section V.C. While in gen-
eral the DCM does not provide sufficient information to fully
characterize the invariance of the various subspaces due to the
fine-tuning conditions given in (4), it can be particularly in-
sightful when the QDS involves only decay or excitation pro-
cesses. In this case, the relevant creation/annihilation operators

have an upper/lower-triangular block structure in the DID
basis, with zero blocks on the diagonal: it is then immediate to
see that a non-zero entry implies that the -th state of the
basis is attracted towards the -th one. The DCM gives a com-
pact representation of the dynamical connections between the
basins, pointing to the available options for Hamiltonian tuning:
in this respect, the DCM is similar in spirit to the graph-based
techniques that are commonly used to study controllability of
closed quantum systems [20], [21].

In spite of its qualitative nature, the advantage of the con-
nected basins approach is twofold: (i) Estimating the transition
speed between basins is, in most practical situations, more effi-
cient than deriving closed-form expressions for the eigenvalues
of the generator; (ii) Unlike the system-theoretic approach, it
yields concrete insight on which control parameters have a role
in influencing the speed of convergence.

C. Tuning the Convergence Speed Via Hamiltonian Control

It is well known that the interplay between dissipative and
Hamiltonian dynamics is critical for controllability [3], invari-
ance, asymptotic stability and noiselessness [5], [6], as well as
for purity dynamics [11]. By recalling the definition of given
in (15), Corollary 4 implies that not only can the Hamiltonian
have a key role in determining the stability of a state, but it can
also influence significantly the convergence speed. Let us con-
sider a simple prototypical example.

Example 2: Consider a 3-level system driven by a generator
of the form (1), with operators , that with respect to the

Fig. 1. Convergence speed to the GAS target state � � ������ for the 3-level
QDS in Example 2 as a function of the time-independent Hamiltonian control
parameters � and �.

(unique, in this case) DID basis have the fol-
lowing form:

(23)

It is easy to show, by recalling Proposition 1, that is
invariant, and that any choice of also renders GAS.
It is possibile, in this case, to obtain the eigenvalues of and
invoke Theorem 3.

Without loss of generality, let us set so that ,
and assume that , are positive real numbers, which makes
all the relevant matrices to be real. Let . We can
then rewrite

(24)

where . Let be the eigenvalues of
. Given the tensor structure of the eigenvalues of

(24) are simply with . The real parts
of the can be explicitly computed

where . The behavior of
is depicted in Fig. 1. Two features are ap-

parent: Higher values of lead to faster convergence, whereas
higher values of slow down convergence. The optimal sce-
nario ( ) is attained for .

The above observations are instances of a general behavior
of the asymptotic convergence speed that emerges when the
Hamiltonian provides a “critical” dynamical connection be-
tween two subspaces. Specifically, the off-diagonal part of
in (25) is necessary to make GAS, connecting the basins
associated to and . Nonetheless, the diagonal elements
of also have a key role: their value influences the positioning
of the energy eigenvectors, which by definition are not affected
by the Hamiltonian action. Intuitively, under the action of
alone, all other states “precess” unitarily around the energy
eigenvectors, hence the closer the eigenvectors of are to the
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the states we aim to destabilize, the weaker the destabilizing
action will be.

A way to make this picture more precise is to recall that
is invariant, and that the basin associated to is directly

connected to by dissipation. Thus, in order to make GAS
we only need to destabilize using . Consider the action
of restricted to . The Hamiltonian’s

-block spectrum is given by

(25)

with the correspondent eigenvectors

(26)
Decreasing , the eigenvectors of tend to ,
and if , the state , which is unaffected by the noise
action, is rotated right into after half-cycle. Physically, this
behavior simply follows from mapping the dynamics within the

-block to a Rabi problem (in the appropriate rotating frame),
the condition corresponding to resonant driving [12].

Beyond the specific example, our analysis suggests two
guiding principles for enhancing the speed of convergence via
(time-independent) Hamiltonian design. Specifically, one can:

• Augment the dynamical connection induced by the Hamil-
tonian by larger off-diagonal couplings;

• Position the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian as close as
possible to balanced superpositions of the state(s) to be
destabilized and the target one(s).

V. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we analyze three examples that are directly in-
spired by physical applications, with the goal of demonstrating
how the control-theoretic tools and principles developed thus far
are useful to tackle stabilization problems in realistic quantum-
engineering settings.

A. Attractive Decoherence-Free Subspace in an Optical
System

Consider the quantum-optical setting investigated in [22],
where Lyapunov control is exploited in order to drive a dissipa-
tive four-level system into a decoherence free subspace (DFS).
A schematic representation of the relevant QDS dynamics is
depicted in Fig. 2. Three (degenerate) stable ground states,

, are coupled to an unstable excited state through
three separate laser fields characterized by the coupling con-
stants , . In a frame that rotates with the (common)
laser frequency, the Hamiltonian reads

(27)

where denotes the detuning from resonance. The decay of the
excited state to the stable states is a Markovian process char-
acterized by decay rates , . The relevant Lind-
blad operators are thus given by the atomic lowering operators

, .

Fig. 2. Energy level configuration of the 4-level optical system discussed in
Section V.A. Three degenerate stable states are coupled to an excited state
trough separate laser fields with a common detuning� and amplitude � .

Let the coupling coefficients be parameterized as

(28)

where and , . It is known [22]
that the resulting generator admits a DFS spanned by the
following orthonormal basis:

(29)

provided that and . In order to formally
establish that this DFS is also GAS for almost all choices of
the QDS parameters , we construct the DID starting
from , and obtaining

. The corresponding matrix representation
of the Hamiltonian and noise operators becomes

where is the sign function and
. By Proposition 1, it follows that

is invariant. Furthermore, the vectorized map governing
the evolution of the state’s -block in (15) has the form
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Fig. 3. Asymptotic convergence speed to the target DFS as a function of the
parameters � and �. We fixed � � ��� and � � ��� and � � ����.
The value of � is computed according to (18).

Then, by Theorem 3, a sufficient and necessary condition for
to be GAS is that the characteristic polynomial of ,
, has no zero root. Explicit computation yields

(30)

which clearly vanishes in the trivial cases where
or . Furthermore, there exist only isolated points in the
parameter space such that vanishes, namely those with
only one , and the corresponding [recall (28)].
Otherwise, is attractive by Theorem 3. Notice that the
Hamiltonian off-diagonal elements are strictly necessary for this
DFS to be attractive, whereas the detuning parameter does not
play a role in determining stability. As we anticipated in the
previous section, however, the latter may significantly influence
the convergence speed to the DFS.

In Fig. 3 we graph [given in (18)] as a function of and
, for fixed representative values of , , and . As in Example

2, small coupling as well as high detuning slow down the
convergence, independently of . That a strong coupling yields
faster convergence reflects the fact that the latter is fundamental
to break the invariance of the subspace . In order to
elucidate the effect of the detuning, consider again the spec-
trum of , which is given by (25)–(26). As , there ex-
ists an eigenvalue , and the same holds for . Fur-
thermore, the corresponding eigenvector tends to in each of
these two limits. Thus, increasing the detuning can mimic a de-
crease in the coupling strength, and vice-versa. Notice that, un-
like in Example 2, there is a non-trivial dissipative effect linking

to , represented by the non-zero -blocks of the ’s,
however our design principles still apply. In fact, the Hamil-
tonian’s off-diagonal terms are necessary for to be GAS.

B. Dissipative Entanglement Generation

The system analyzed in Example 1 is a special instance
of a recently proposed scheme [10] for generating (nearly)
maximal entanglement between two identical non-interacting
atoms by exploiting the interplay between collective decay
and Hamiltonian tuning. Assume that the two atoms are
trapped in a strongly damped cavity and the detuning of the
atomic transition frequencies , , from the cavity

field frequency can be arranged to be symmetric, that is,
. Under appropriate assumptions

[10], the atomic dynamics is then governed by a QDS of the
form (9), where (10)–(11) are generalized as follows:

and where, without loss of generality, the parameters , ,
may be taken to be non-negative. The QDS still admits an in-
variant pure state , which now depends on the
Hamiltonian parameters ,

The DID construction works as in Example 1 (where
), except for the fact that while are defined in

the same way as in (12), the explicit form of the fourth basis
state(13) is modified as follows:

Therefore, in matrix representation with respect to the DID basis
, we obtain

The entangled state is thus GAS. Given the structure of the
above matrices, the following conclusions can be drawn. First,
the bottleneck to the convergence speed is determined by the ele-
ment , more precisely by the square of the ratio , see
(20). Assuming that , the ratio is (approximately) linear
with the detuning. This has two implications: on the one hand,
the convergence speed decreases (quadratically) as . On
the other hand, a non-zero detuning is necessary for GAS to
be ensured in the first place: for , the maximally entan-
gled pure state , with ,
cannot be perfectly stabilized. Likewise, although the parameter

plays no key role in determining GAS, a non-zero is never-
theless fundamental in order for the asymptotically stable state

to be entangled.

C. State Preparation in Coupled Electron-Nuclear Systems

We consider a bipartite quantum system composed by nuclear
and electronic degrees of freedom, which is motivated by the
well-studied Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) defect center in diamond
[23]–[26]. While in reality both the electronic and nuclear spins
(for isotopes) are spin-1 systems, we begin by discussing
a reduced description which is common when the control field
can address only selected transitions between two of the three
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physical levels. The full three-level system will then be consid-
ered at the end of the section.

1) Reduced Model: Let both the nuclear and the electronic
degrees of freedom be described as spin 1/2 particles. In addi-
tion, assume that the electronic state can transition from its en-
ergy ground state to an excited state through optical pumping
while preserving its spin quantum number. The decay from the
excited state can be either spin-preserving or temporarily pop-
ulate a metastable state from which the electronic spin decays
only to the spin state of lower energy [27]. We describe the op-
tically-pumped dynamics of the NV system by constructing a
QDS generator. A basis for the reduced system’s state space is
given by the eight states

where the first tensor factor describes the electronic degrees of
freedom, specified by the energy levels , and the
electron spin (corresponding to the spin pointing
up or down, respectively), and the second factor refers to the
nuclear spin, with . To these states we need to add the
two states belonging to the metastable energy level, denoted by

, with as before. Notice that a “passage” through
the metastable state erases the information on the electron spin,
while it conserves the nuclear spin.

The Hamiltonian for the coupled system is of the form
, where the excited-state Hamiltonian and

the ground-state Hamiltonian share the following structure:

(31)

Here, , are the standard 2 2 Pauli matrices on
the relevant subspace, while is a pseudo-
spin1 and are fixed parameters. In partic-
ular, will play a key role in our analysis, determining the
strength of the Hamiltonian (hyperfine) interaction between the
electronic and the nuclear degrees of freedom. represents the
intensity of the applied static magnetic field along the -axis,
and can be thought as the available control parameter.

In order to describe the dissipative part of the evolution we
employ a phenomenological model, using Lindblad terms with
jump-type operators and associated pumping and decay rates.
The relevant transitions are represented by the operators below:
since they leave the nuclear degrees of freedom unaltered, they
act as the identity operator on that tensor factor. Specifically

(32)

1This non-standard definition follows from the implemented reduction from
a three- to a two- level system: specifically, we consider only �������� and
neglect ���, and further map the states � � � and �� � �.

The first four operators describe the decays, with associated
rates , , , whereas the last two operators correspond to
the optical-pumping action on the electron, with a rate . It is
easy to check by inspection that the subspace

is invariant for the dissipative part of the dynamics: we next
establish that it is also GAS, and analyze the dynamical structure
associated with the DID.

Convergence Analysis: Following the procedure presented
in Section III-A, we can prove that is attractive. This is
of key interest in the study of NV-centers as a platform for
solid-state quantum information processing. In fact, it corre-
sponds to the ability to perfectly polarize the joint spin state of
the electron-nucleus system. The proposed DID algorithm runs
to completion in seven iterations, with the following basin de-
composition as output:

where

Given that reporting the block form of every operator would
be too lengthy and not very informative, we report the relevant
DCM instead, which reads:

with ,
, and . By definition, the block division

(highlighted by the solid lines) is consistent with the DID, and
all the empty blocks are zero. Since , the diagonal en-
tries in the Hamiltonian that are most influenced by the control
parameter are and . For typical values of the physical
parameters, all the other entries of the DCM are (at most) only
very weakly dependent on .

It is immediate to see that the , , blocks establish dy-
namical connections between all the neighboring basins, with
the exception of which is connected by the ( -indepen-
dent) Hamiltonian elements to , . The DCM
also confirms the fact that is invariant, since its first column,
except the top block, is zero. In the terminology of Section IV-B,
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is the only transition basin, is the only circulant basin,
and all the other basins are mixing basins. It is worth remarking
that any choice of the control parameter ensures GAS of .
By inspection of the DCM, one finds that the bottleneck in the
noise-induced connections between the basins is determined by
the , parameters. Since the latter are not affected by the
control parameter , the minimum of those rates will determine
the fundamental limit to the speed of convergence to in our
setting.

Optimizing the Convergence Speed: The only transitions
which are significantly influenced by are the ones connecting

to and . By appropriately choosing one can
reduce the norm of or to zero, mimicking the “resonance”
condition of Example 2. Assume that, as in the physical system,

. Considering that , associated to , is coupled to
with the largest off-diagonal Hamiltonian term ( ) and is

closer to in the DID, we expect that the best performance
will be obtained by ensuring that , that is, by setting

.
The above qualitative analysis is confirmed by numerically

computing the exact asymptotic convergence speed, (18). The
behavior as a function of is depicted in Fig. 4. It is imme-
diate to notice that the maximum speed is indeed limited by
the lowest decay rate, that is, the lifetime of the metastable
singlet state with our choice of parameters. The maximum is
attained for near-resonance control values, although exact reso-
nance, , is actually not required. The second (lower)
maximum correspond to the weaker resonance that is attained
by choosing so that . Physically, ensuring that
precisely corresponds, in our reduced model, to the excited-state
“level anti-crossing” (LAC) condition that has been experimen-
tally demonstrated in [23].

In Fig. 4, we also plot (dashed line) the speed of convergence
of a simplified reduced system where the transition through the
metastable state and its decay to the ground state are incorpo-
rated in a single decay operator , with a rate . This
may seem convenient, since once the decay to the metastable
level has occurred, the only possible evolution is a further decay
into . However, by doing so the convergence speed is
substantially smaller, although still in qualitative agreement
with the predicted behavior (presence of the two maxima, and
speed limited by the minimum decay rate). The reason lies in
the fact that in this simplified model, the transition
basins become (part of) mixing basins, thus the non-polarizing
decay and the Hamiltonian can directly influence (slowing
down) the decay dynamics associated to , consistently with
the general theoretical analysis. Comparison with typical ex-
perimental results indicates that the most accurate prediction is
obtained by letting the two operators and act separately.

2) Extended Model and Practical Stabilization: A physi-
cally more realistic description of the NV-center requires repre-
senting both the electron and nucleus subsystems as three-level,
spin-1 systems. In this case, a basis for the full state space is
given by the 21 states

Fig. 4. Asymptotic convergence speed to � as a function of the control pa-
rameter � for an NV-center. The blue (solid) curve is relative to the model
with the metastable state, while the red (dashed) one is relative to a simpli-
fied model where the transition through the metastable state is incorporated in
a single decay operator �� with rate � (see text). Typical values for NV-centers
are:� � ������	,� � �
����	,� � ������	,� � ����	,
� � ��� ��	 and � � ��
 ��		�, � � ���
 � �� ��		�.
We used decay rates � � ����	, � � �� ��	, � � ��� ��	,
and optical-pumping rate � � �� ��	. With these values, 
 � 
 �

�
�����
���	, 
 � 
 � �������
���	 and 
 � ������	.

where now and, similarly, . The
Hamiltonian is of the form

(33)

with denoting the angular momentum operators for
spin-1. The dissipative part of the evolution is still formally
described by the operators in (32) (where now 0,1 correspond to
the spin-1 eigenstates), to which one needs to add the following
Lindblad operators:

Similar to the spin- case, the dissipative dynamics alone
would render GAS the subspace associated to electronic spin

, that is, . Thus,
one may hope that could still
be GAS under the full dynamics. We avoid reporting the whole
DCM structure, since that would be cumbersome and unneces-
sary to our scope: the main conclusion is that in this case nu-
clear spin polarization cannot be perfectly attained. While the
hyperfine interaction components of the Hamiltonian still effec-
tively connect the subspaces with nuclear spin , they also
have a detrimental effect: is no longer invariant. In fact,
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represented in the DID basis, the Hamiltonian has the following
form:

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .

The presence of , in the block suffices to destabi-
lize , by causing the invariance conditions in (4) to be vio-
lated. However, these terms are relatively small compared to the
dominant ones, allowing for a practical stabilization attempt.
Following the approach outlined in Section III-C, we neglect
the term and proceed with the analysis and the conver-
gence-speed tuning. Again, the optimal speed condition is at-
tained for in a nearly-resonant LAC condition. By means of
numerical computation, one can then show that the system still
admits a unique, and hence attractive, steady state (which in this
case is mixed) and that the latter is close to the desired subspace.
In fact, with the same parameters we employed in the spin-1/2
example, one can ensure asymptotic preparation of a state with
polarized spin with a fidelity of about 97%.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a framework for analyzing global asymp-
totic stabilization of a target pure state or subspace (including
practical stabilization when exact stabilization cannot be at-
tained) for finite-dimensional Markovian semigroups driven
by time-independent Hamiltonian controls. A key tool for
verifying stability properties is provided by a state-space de-
composition into orthogonal subspaces (the DID), for which
we have provided a constructive algorithm and an enhanced
version that can accommodate control constraints. The DID
is uniquely determined by the target subspace, the effective
Hamiltonian and the Lindblad operators, and provides us with
a standard form for studying convergence of the QDS. In
the second part of the work, we have tackled the important
practical problem of characterizing the speed of convergence
to the target stable manifold and the extent to which we can
manipulate it by time-independent Hamiltonian control. A
quantitative system-theoretic lower bound on the attainable
speed has been complemented by a connected-basin approach
which builds directly on the DID and, while qualitative, offers
more transparent insight on the dynamical effect of different
control knobs. In particular, such an approach makes it clear
that even control parameters that have no direct effect on in-
variance and/or attractivity properties may significantly impact
the overall convergence speed.

While our results are applicable to a wide class of controlled
Markovian quantum systems, a number of open problems and
extensions remain for future investigation. In particular, for
practical applications, an important question is whether similar
analysis tools and design principles may be developed for more
general classes of controls than addressed here. In this context,

the case where a set of tunable Lindblad operators may be
applied open-loop, alone and/or in conjunction with time-in-
dependent Hamiltonian control, may be especially interesting,
and potentially relevant to settings that incorporate engineered
dissipation and dissipative gadgets, such as nuclear magnetic
resonance [28] or trapped-ion and optical-lattice quantum
simulators [29], [30].
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